
5TH GRADE LIBRARY UNITS 
 

Introduction 
In 5th Grade they can start the year checking out five books.  They should bring their 

book(s) back each week on (or before) the day of their class so they can check out new 

books. Their books are actually checked out for three weeks but we recommend renewing 

them weekly since it’s hard to keep track of how long the books have been checked out.   

 

A Brief Introduction  
We start the year with a brief introduction and then do a mini Scavenger Hunt to remind 

students how to find information and books in the Library.    
 

Information Evaluation Unit 
We then start a unit that lasts most of the year.  There are three main focuses:   

1) To learn about a variety of resources, both online and books. 

2) To start learning about how to evaluate resources and their accuracy. 

3) To practice using a research process that leads to the required results. 
 

Step 1—Research Project #1 on Countries 
With our diverse population at this school, we begin with a small group research project on 

countries.  Students take notes and fill out Works Cited information.  At the end they do a 

self-evaluation on what they learned, what resources were the best and how they did on 

the project. 
 

Step 2 —A Research Project #2 
We do a second small group research project.  We are looking at doing it about careers in 

conjunction with our School Counselor, Mrs. LaPuenta.    Again, at the end they do a self-

evaluation on what they learned, what resources were the best (the answers are usually 

different than in the first project)  and how they did on the project.   

 

Step 3—A Web Evaluation 
We then do a lesson on evaluating websites and they use what they learn to one of the 

sites they used for their project.  Many of them are quite amazed that they are not sure 

of the validity of their information.   
 

 

Step 4—A Final Evaluation 
At the beginning of this unit students answer questions about the advantages and 

disadvantages of different types of resources (focusing on books, research databases and 

websites).  They answer the same questions at the end of the unit and it is amazing to see 

the difference in what they know.   
 

 

A Final Project 
As their “legacy” to students at Redmond Elementary the next year, they create a poster 

about their favorite book they read at elementary school (that is actually in the Red El 

Library).    It’s harder than they think when some additional challenges are given to them.   


